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A novel algorithm for multi-node load forecasting based on
big data of distribution network
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Abstract. Effective load forecasting for different scales of loads is essential for the planning
and operation of distribution network. The extending scale of the network, the diversity of load
types and the rapid increase of data volume are some of the facing problems. In this paper, we
propose a novel method for multi-node load forecasting, AR-ANN, which takes those problems
into consideration. This new algorithm makes a combination of AR method and BP neural
network method while eliminating their disadvantages. Comparing to traditional bottom-up
method, a top-down method is more applicable when considering the limitation of
measurement equipment in distribution network. Both top-down method and bottom-up
method are tested in this paper by using AR-ANN algorithm. The data processing speed and
the forecasting accuracy of AR-ANN is validated by several tests: an ordinary single-node load
forecast, two multi-node load forecasts by traditional bottom-up method and by the new
top-down method.
Keywords: Multi-Node Load Forecast; BP-ANN; AR; big data; distribution network.

1 Introduction
Because of the increasing load of China and the modification of the distribution network structure,
different kinds of system analysis, which mainly consider load flow analysis, N-1 contingency analysis
and emergency power supply, should have more detailed data to support. Thus multi-node load
forecasting for changeable distribution networks based on big data is needed. Traditional multi-node
load forecasting can reduce the prediction error due to the more characteristically obvious nodes
compared to the whole. Nowadays, the load of active users becomes more random with the insert of
different new kinds of power generating and consuming devices, thus load forecasting of some terminal
nodes and users is particularly emphasized. Meanwhile, the developing distribution network involves
wide range and big volume of data, which makes fast data processing important in both traditional and
big data-based load forecasting; while additional installation of measurement equipment is
economically unfavorable, it is necessary to forecast load by using the existing data from substations,
electric power lines and smart meters.
Researchers have been doing some optimization and modification to the classical multi-node load
forecasting method based on distributed computing theory. An improved methodology based on general
a
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regression neural networks for short-term multi-node load forecasting is introduced in [1] and it also
proposed another method which aims to limit calculation time by reducing input variables. Reference [1]
compared the two methods with traditional general regression neural networks by tests on a New
Zealand distribution subsystem. Additionally, the author divided the methods into local load forecasting,
global load forecasting and participation factor forecasting. Reference [2] constructed a framework of
self-adapting dynamic load models of ultra-short-term forecasting for multi-node active and reactive
load based on the ideas of "hierarchy" and sub-area. Reference [3] used fuzzy-rough sets to determine
the initial weights of artificial neural networks for short term load forecasting in order to select the most
significant input variables.
Among the improved conventional forecasting techniques, the stochastic time series approach is
most popular[4] because of its accuracy. AR (Auto-Regressive Model), one of the time series analysis
approach characterized by added linear filter, has high short-term forecasting accuracy however is
unable to process data of multiple sources. On the other hand, artificial intelligence techniques have
been much studied these years to apply for load forecasting. The models that have received the largest
share of attention are the artificial neural networks (NNs)[5]. A great number of papers have done
practical tests with these nonlinear algorithms and compared the results. Typical NN methods are
BP-ANN (Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network), ELMAN Neural Network, FNN (Fuzzy
Neural Network) and WNN (Wavelet Neural Network). A recent study of these four NN method
compared their forecasting accuracy through different indicators[6]. The results of this study is shown
in the table below.
Table 1. Performance comparison of four NN methods[6]
Performance
index

Unprocessed
data

Mean squared
error
(MSE) (%)
Root-mean-sq
uare error
(RMSE) (%)
Maximum
error (%)

Processed data

Mean squared
error
(MSE) (%)
Root-mean-sq
uare error
(RMSE) (%)
Maximum
error (%)

BP-ANN

ELMAN
NN

FNN

WNN

2.40933249

2.46387591

3.65791878

2.56212293

2.91850831

2.96673889

4.25684355

3.27293061

6.94354001

7.49343331

8.85012490

7.98349630

2.23711067

2.23782612

2.78661130

2.03106810

2.66629658

2.73903932

3.32124424

2.58627537

4.53485666

5.81497329

7.01129817

7.12242848

We can see that BP-ANN has relatively better performance among theses NN methods both for
unprocessed data and processed data. BP-ANN method can handle multi-source data but the prediction
accuracy is affected by the setting of similar days. Considering the disadvantages of AR time series
model and BP-ANN method, this paper proposes a load forecasting method, AR-ANN, which
complements the advantages of AR and BP-ANN by adding AR into the training part of BP-ANN. For
the load requirements, this paper presents a top-down multi-node big data based load forecasting
method to face to the contradiction between the limitation of data collection and the need of node load
forecasting of distribution network.
The main part of this paper is divided into three parts. The first part introduces load forecasting
models and raises the new forecasting method. The second part mainly presents the AR method and
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BP-ANN method and the last part gives some tests of global load forecasting and two types of
multi-node load forecasting by using AR-ANN method. The global load forecasting test validates the
advantage of AR-ANN method in prediction error when comparing to BP-ANN method, and the
traditional multi-node load forecasting test confirms that AR-ANN method is less time consuming than
global load forecasting. In the third test where AR-ANN is applied to the new multi-node load
forecasting, it is shown that the AR-ANN is more accurate than BP-ANN.

2 Models of multi-node load forecasting
According to the related papers[1-3]with author's own research experience, the definition of multi-node
load forecasting can be summarized as follows: multi-node load forecasting is a distributed load
forecasting in units of node which takes different sources of factors into consideration like the types of
load, the electricity price and traffic condition. A node is a part of the network with common features
(single user, whole of part of feeder line, substation etc.)
The "nodes" in the multi-node load forecasting are mutually exclusive and the set of the nodes forms
the "whole". As shown in Figure 1, the structure of the nodes is branched from top to bottom and can be
divided into several layers.
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Figure 1. Structure of multi-node load forecast

In the actual load forecasting of distribution network, the structure is normally constructed by the
layers of regional power grid, provincial power grid, main transformer line and the lower level voltage
lines. The number of the arrows that lead to the node represents the layer of the node. Those lightest blue
circles (node no.17 to no. 24) in the bottom represent the lines of 35kV and 10kV. How to definite
"whole" and "node" depends on the concrete forecasting problem. Take Figure 1 for example, we can
choose those regional power grid as "whole" and the provincial power grid as "nodes". We can
otherwise choose D1 - D3 parts as forecasting part so that those topmost nodes of these three parts are
"wholes" and the others are "nodes".
Traditional methods mainly based on the bottom-up idea: start from the measured data of a single
node, distributed forecast the changing load of the other loads, then get the whole load forecasting by
integrating the results of all the nodes within. The mathematical expression can be summarized as:
n

( X 1 , X 2 , …, X m ) η ∑ f (=
F=
xi ,1 , xi ,2 ,..., xi ,m ), i 1,..., n

(1)

i =1

where F represents the forecasting algorithm of the whole and X1,…, Xm are the inputs of F ; f
represents the forecasting algorithm of the node and xi,1,...,xi,m are its inputs; i means the ith node in the
network; n is the number of nodes, η is the ratio between the sum of the f and F due to the line loss or
other reasons.
However, this bottom-up method might not be efficient in all cases. The data from the bottom or the
terminal nodes of the distribution network can be incomplete or difficult to achieve in real-time due to
lots of reasons like the independent data bases of different layers and permissions, the lack of
measurement equipment or the instability of devices. Facing all this disadvantages, we proposes another
method of multi-node load forecasting, "from the whole to the nodes", where the forecasting of the
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"whole" load can be an auxiliary manner to forecast the node load by use of the historical data of node
loads when the real-time data of the nodes are unavailable. Its mathematical expression is as follows:

1,..., n
f ( xi ,1 , xi ,2 ,..., xi ,m ) =
βi ⋅ F ( X 1 , X 2 …, X m ), i =

(2)

where β i represents the ratio of node load to global load diagonal matrix.
Since equations (1) and (2) specify neither the algorithm of load forecasting nor the time span of
load forecasting, we now start modeling of the pre-day load forecasting by the AR-ANN method.
2.1 Multi-node load forecasting by AR-ANN
Load forecasts can be divided into three categories: ultra-short-term [7], short-term [8] and long-term
forecasts [9]. Short-term forecasts are real-time forecasts which forecast every fifteen minutes.
Short-term forecasts are usually from one hour to one day, and long-term forecasts are by month or by
year. Pre-day load forecasting, which has a forecasting time span of 24 hours (from 0h to 24h), belongs
to short-term forecasts though it forecasts every half hour or per hour which is more frequent. Thus
short-term load forecasting methods can be applied to pre-day load forecasting and because of its
forecasting frequency, lots of researches have been done in the selection of similar days [10-12].
Considering the need of rapid processing of big data, this paper simplifies the algorithm of selecting
similar days and chooses experienced similar days which base on day type [13].
Load forecasting algorithms, according to how historical load derives to forecasting load, can be
classified under extrapolation or correlation. ARMA [14], as one of the most common method of
extrapolation, establishes a linear function of forecasting load, historical load and historical error. ANN
(artificial neural networks) [15], as an example of correlation method, builds non-linear circuits
between forecasting load, historical load, weather data and other multi-source factors. Load forecasting
methods can otherwise be divided into statistical or artificial intelligence techniques. Statistical
techniques include regression methods [16], time series, exponential smoothing model [17], Kalman
filter based method [18], state estimate method [19]. Artificial intelligence techniques are such as ANN,
fuzzy logic [16] and gray system theory[20].
The choice of similar days in this paper has already taken seasons and other attributes into
consideration, so that the established time series forecasting model does not reflect seasonal variations.
Under such condition, ARMA model takes only AR (auto-regressive) part and needs no MA (moving
average) part [21]. Although AR method has high accuracy of ultra-short-term load forecasting, it
cannot process data of multiple sources. Meanwhile the prediction error augments over time which
becomes a disadvantage for pre-day forecasting. On the other hand, BP-ANN can handle multi-source
data, however its prediction error is largely affected by the selection of similar days and network
parameters. Comparing this two methods, we adjust the training inputs of BP-ANN by the results of AR
model, which forms the novel algorithm AR-ANN proposed in this paper.
Figure 2 shows the basic flowchart of multi-node load forecasting applying AR-ANN algorithm.
The overall process contains mainly four steps: data reading, mode judgment and parameter setting,
AR-ANN iteration and final result calculation with output display. In the step of data reading, the
“whole”, numbered 0, is the higher level node as described in Figure 1. In AR-ANN, both AR
forecasting results and multi-source data of same period of time are used for training BP-ANN model,
so that pre-day data of forecasting should be provided for data reading. Mode judgment and parameter
setting decide the number of iterations and the formula with its parameters. To improve the operational
efficiency, we set η in equation (1) to be 1 and let β i in equation (2) be the ratio diagonal matrix of
similar days by chronological order. AR-ANN iteration could be either bottom-up which forecasts the
load of node 0 to node i by distributed computing, or top-down which calculates directly the global load
only. Since AR-ANN is a modified algorithm of BP-ANN, the final result calculation follows the same
way of BP-ANN which will be described further later in Section 3.2.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of AR-ANN multi-node load forecast

The detailed AR-ANN based load forecasting process is as follows:
Step 1: Use time series AR algorithm to achieve the first predictive value of the forecasting day by
the load curve of the day before. (The AR algorithm will be explained in Section 3.1.) For the
non-pre-day load forecasting, the predictive value of AR algorithm will not still be the first point of the
forecasting day since the real-time value is available during the prediction. We treat this situation as a
short-term forecasting with increasing real-time data, which will be calculated in a test in Section 4.1.
Step 2: Set the predictive value of AR and the other sources of data (such as electricity price and
weather data) as a new group of training sample points which replaces the time-corresponding group of
training points in BP-ANN. Finish load forecasting by BP-ANN algorithm (details in Section 3.2.).
Step 3: Record results and calculate prediction error.

3 Forecasting algorithms
This chapter is mainly committed to two algorithms: AR and BP-ANN, for that AR-ANN is based on
the previous two.
3.1 AR forecasting algorithms
AR method is a time series method which bases on the assumption that there is an internal structure of
autocorrelation in data. AR model can be used for stationary processes and it forecasts the next time
point value by fixing the order and the parameters of the model. Since load can be greatly influenced by
weather conditions and some social factors, time series method maintains its stability in short period of
time. AR method is usually applied for short-term or ultra-short-term load forecasting only. The three
steps of AR algorithm:
Step 1: Data preprocessing. Difference processes are needed for those short-term load time series
with inadequate stability. The second difference is usually enough. After that, calculate the mean value
and variance of the time series and standardize it.
Step 2: Fix the order and estimate the parameters of the model.
The AR model is illustrated in equation (3).

Yt = c + φ1Yt −1 + φ2Yt − 2 + ... + φ pYt − p + ε t
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Where the process
value is 0.

ε t is white noise; c

represents a constant related to the model and its default

φ1 ,..., φ p are the parameters of each order. The establishment of AR model is to fix ε t , the

order p and the parameters φ p . ε t usually takes its mean value 0; order p can be estimated by plotting
the partial autocorrelation functions and then considering those functions for the residuals of the model.
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) [22] is applied for finding p. Finally the values of the parameters
are calculated to minimize the error term.
Step 3: Calculate the forecasting value

Yt from the AR model with inverse difference to replace part

of the training samples of BP-ANN.
3.2 BP-ANN Algorithm for multi-node load forecasting
BP-ANN is an approach in supervised learning inspired by biological neural networks. The actual
numerical weights assigned to element inputs are determined by matching historical data to desired
outputs for several times in a pre-operational “training session”. BP-ANN is a non-linear method,
contrast to AR, and it can process massive parallel computing with multiple sources of data[23], which
makes it more popular than AR and can be applied to longer term forecasting. However the results of
BP-ANN can be affected by the selection of similar days in pre-day load forecasting.
Figure 3 shows the structure of Artificial Neural Network arranged in three layers, one input layer,
one hidden layer and one output layer. Each segment in Figure 3 represents a non-linear function to its
left side element, which is composed by a linear part of layer weights and a non-linear part of activation
function. The linear function between the input layer I and the hidden layer J is shown in equation (4).

yi = f (∑ wij x j )

(4)

j

Where yi is the output of node i; x j is the output of the upper node j; wij is the layer weight form
node i to node j; f is the activation function.
We have a similar linear function between the hidden layer J and the output layer K where the
corresponding weight is w jk in Figure 3.
wij

f

wjk

X1
f

Y1

f

X2
...

f
X3
...

Xi

Inputs

f

f

Yk

f
Input Layer I

Hidden layer J

Output Layer K

Outputs

Figure 3. Structure of ANN

There are a number of common activation functions. This paper chooses a standard log-sigmoid
function (also known as a logistic function), given by (5).
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yi =

1

(5)

1 + exp(-∑ wij x j )
j

With the architecture of ANN in Figure 3, the task of BP is to find the values of weights. In short, the
process of BP-ANN can be summarized in three parts: data preprocessing, data training and data
forecasting. For the time efficiency of big data processing, the ANN applied in this paper is of three
layers and the number of hidden nodes is determined by Kolmogorov’s Theorem [24]. Data training part
iterates the local gradients of the layers and the weight vectors until the MSE (minimum square error)
reaches the acceptable range or the maximum number of iterations is reached, so that the weights are
corrected. After that the parameters of ANN structure are determined, data forecasting part calculates
the normalized output from the normalized input and then gets final forecasting results by a reverse of
normalization process.
The flow chart of BN-ANN is presented in Figure 4. In particular, for multi-node load forecasting,
the training data is defined to be the all types of data of the same time on the similar day. Thus the
forecasting data is of the corresponding type. The complete BP-ANN multi-node load forecasting
process is similar to Figure 2, except that the algorithm should be BP-ANN and it needs no pre-day load.
Yes

Start
Maximum iteration time attained?

Set parameters: hidden layer number,
node number for each layer, maximum
iteration time, learning speed,
allowable errors...

Data
Preprocessing

No

Reverse iterate the
weight vectors

Training vectors get the outputs of
each hidden layer and output layer
by the activation functions

Calculate the local
gradient of each layer

Read data: time, temperature,
price, week number, load.
Decide training vectors

No

Data training

Within the maximum allowable error?
Yes

Normalize training data
(min-max normalization)

Read real load data and the forecasting vector
(consists of time, temperature, week and price)

Decide initial values of
weight vectors

Normalize forecasting vector
Data
forecasting
Iterate once the forecasting vector with the
trained weight vector; get the forecast value
after reverse normalization

Chart the data;
Analyze the results

End

Figure 4. Flow chart of BP-ANN

4 Simulation tests and results
According to formula (1) and (2) in Section 2, multi-node load forecasting is the outcome of linear
superposition of single-node load forecasting results. Since the errors in linear calculations are
cumulative, we test the accuracy of AR-ANN algorithm by comparing the single-node load forecasting
results of AR-ANN and BP-ANN, which is test 1.
Test 2 tries to compare the traditional bottom-up method with global load forecasting (regard the
whole load as a single node) by both using AR-ANN algorithm. This test can also verify the application
of AR-ANN algorithm to this type of multi-node load forecasting.
Finally in test 3, AR-ANN is applied to the top-down load forecasting case and compared with
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BP-ANN algorithm, to validate the advantages of AR-ANN and top-down method in multi-node load
forecasting.
These three tests which are implemented on MATLAB include the load forecasting of holidays like
1st January and ordinary working days. The accuracy of the results is reflected by maximum relative
error, average relative error and root mean square error.
4.1 Test 1: AR-ANN and BP-ANN for single-node load forecasting
Today the big data with complex structures and giant size[25] updates its database and its volume
quickly[26]. The big data load forecasting based on AR-ANN can utilize the latest measured data as AR
in AR-ANN method can take advantage of the latest updated weather data to forecast the load.
Based on the pre-day forecasting, we forecast the 24 points of the forecasting day (1 point/hour).
While adding the measured load data into the algorithm and forecasting the rest points of the day, there
are 24 situations which correspond to different numbers of points to forecast.
The data comes from PJM Markets and Operations Database[27], and the load of the region run by
AP Company is chosen to be the data for the whole load forecasting. The special forecasting day is 1st
January 2015 and its similar day is 1st January 2014. The ordinary forecasting day sets to be 13th January
2015 (Tuesday) with its similar day 6th January 2015, Tuesday. PJM provides the hourly load (24
values/day) with the electricity price. We also obtain the weather data (the highest and lowest
temperatures) of the load center for the last two years.
Considering the parameter setting, we take pre-day load forecasting for example: the node number
for the input layer of ANN is 96 (); node number for the hidden layer is 193 (); the output layer has 24
nodes; maximum iteration number is 1000 and maximum allowable error is 0.001.
BP-ANN and AR-ANN are respectively applied to forecasts these 24 situations mentioned before.
The forecasting results of the special day (Figure 5 – Figure 7) and the ordinary day (Figure 8 – Figure
10) show that in most cases AR-ANN is more accurate than BP-ANN with smaller maximum relative
error, smaller average relative error and smaller root mean square error. This means that for the most
widely used single-node load forecasting, AR-ANN improves the traditional BP-ANN method with
smaller errors for pre-day load forecasting. Even under the conditions of data update, AR-ANN adjusts
well and maintains its advantages.

Figure 5. Comparison of MRE (maximum
relative error) of load forecast on 01/01/2015
(special day) under multiple scenarios

Figure 6. Comparison of ARE (average relative
error) of load forecast on 01/01/2015 (special day)
under multiple scenarios
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Figure 7. Comparison of RMSE of load forecast
on 01/01/2015 (special day) under multiple
scenarios

Figure 8. Comparison of MRE of load forecast on
13/01/2015 (ordinary day) under multiple scenarios

Figure 9. Comparison of ARE of load forecast on
13/01/2015 (ordinary day) under multiple
scenarios

Figure 10. Comparison of RMSE of load forecast
on 13/01/2015 (ordinary day) under multiple
scenarios

4.2 Test 2: AR-ANN for bottom-up multi-node load forecasting
The data needed for load forecasting are possible to be in different databases [28]. Big data based load
forecasting can be carried out by distributed methods with divide and conquer techniques [25].
Bottom-up multi-node load forecasting is exactly one of the distributed applications in the context of
big data.
Test 2, based on the first test, forecasts the load from bottom to top. The “whole” is the PJM-WEST
part which includes AP region. PJM-WEST has 8 nodes in total and AP region is one of those. The other
parameters of test 2 are the same as the first one.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 give the forecasting results; table 2 and table 3 show the prediction errors of
the special day and the ordinary day. We can see from the prediction errors that AR-ANN algorithm is
effective for bottom-up multi-node load forecasting and this kind of load forecasting is slightly better
than global load forecasting. Even though the results might be sometimes close to each other,
multi-node forecasting consumes relatively less time by adapting the technique of distributed
computing. In actual applications, AR-ANN multi-node load forecasting algorithm can not only
detective the load variation of different nodes in distribution networks with accuracy, but also shorten
the forecasting time by predicting local loads.
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Figure 11. Comparison of different forecasting
methods on 01/01/2015 (special day) in PJM-WEST

Figure 12. Comparison of different forecasting
methods on 13/01/2015 (ordinary day) in
PJM-WEST

Table 2. Forecast statistics of Test 2 on a special day
(1st January 2015)

Table 3. Forecast statistics of Test 2 on an ordinary
day (13th January 2015)

Type of error
Maximum
relative error
(MRE)
Average
relative error
(ARE)
RMSE

AR-ANN
global
forecast

AR-ANN
multi-node
forecast

3.50%

3.33%

1.95%

1.84%

2.29%

2.17%

Type of error
Maximum
relative error
(MRE)
Average
relative error
(ARE)
RMSE

AR-ANN
global
forecast

AR-ANN
multi-node
forecast

6.41%

6.20%

2.35%

2.39%

2.89%

2.89%

4.3 Test 3: Top-Down multi-node load forecasting
In the environment of big data, the quick access between each database is not ideal [29] due to the
factors like different permissions, dissimilar data structures and interface instability. With the
developing size of distribution networks and higher density of measurements, missing data and
abnormal data caused by terminal hardware failure increase. These lead to a growing demand for the
efficiency of load forecasting. Thus this paper proposes a top-down method for multi-node load
forecasting.
The data of test 3 comes from the SCADA system of Heze city, Shandong Province. The load of
“City Line I” (35 kV) is considered as the “whole”, and its “Distribution Transformer Line I” (DTI)
carries the load as one of the “nodes”. Since not all the lines of the DTI have measuring devices, we
forecast the load of these non-measure lines with the help of “whole” load. In this test the special day
chosen is the 15thAugust 2015(Saturday) with its similar day the 8thof the same month and same year;
the ordinary forecasting day for test 3 is the 11th August (Tuesday) in the same year and its similar day is
the 4th. The measured load data of “City Line I” contains all the points including those of the pre-day,
while “DTI” provides only the data of the similar day. Combing these data with the TOU (Time Of Use)
price policy of Heze city and its extreme temperatures of each day, we construct a similar ANN structure
to test 1 with the same parameters to forecast all the 24 load points (1 point/hour) of “DTI” on the 15th
August by using AR-ANN algorithm and BP-ANN algorithm respectively.
The forecasting load curve of two methods with the actual load curve are illustrated in Figure 13 and
Figure 14. The average relative error of AR-ANN is 7.96%, compared to 8.36% of BP-ANN (in Table 4).
Thus top-down AR-ANN multi-node load forecasting produce better results than direct BP-ANN
forecasting. Though with the reduce of user number, the increase of random factors and the occurrence
of some special circumstances, the results might turn to be deviated like the ones of 20h and 21h in the
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test; the relative error remains within 10% for the most cases.

Figure 13. Comparison between forecast load and
actual load of “DTI” of “City Line I” on
15/08/2015 (special day)

Figure 14. Comparison between forecast load and
actual load of “DTI” of “City Line I” on 11/08/2015
(ordinary day)

Table 4. Forecast statistics of Test 3 on a special day
(15th August 2015, Saturday)

Table 5. Forecast statistics of Test 3 on an ordinary
day (1thAugust 2015, Tuesday)

Type of error

BP-ANN
load
forecast

AR-ANN
multi-node
forecast

Maximum
relative error
(MRE)

35.99%

35.78%

Average relative
err(ARE)

8.36%

7.96%

RMSE

11.63%

11.59%

Type of error
Maximum
relative error
(MRE)
Average
relative error
(ARE)
RMSE

BP-ANN
load
forecast

AR-ANN
multi-node
forecast

34.75%

36.04%

14.23%

12.83%

15.88%

15.73%

The results above show that AR part of AR-ANN method has quick access to the nearest database to
forecast the "whole" load, and also forecasts the "node" load by their proportion. Even in the case of
lack of data, the "node" load can be forecasted by AR-ANN method with the help of the "whole"
database, and therefore facilitates different kinds of system analysis.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel algorithm for multi-node load forecasting, AR-ANN, which combines the
advantages of AR time series method and BP-ANN non-linear algorithm. The single-node load
forecasting in test 1 shows that in most cases AR-ANN obtains smaller errors than BP-ANN method;
when applying to bottom-up multi-node load forecasting, this algorithm can shorten the processing time
and reduce errors in some cases compared to global load forecasting.
A backward top-down method for multi-node load forecasting is also presented in this paper and
tested by AR-ANN algorithm. The results show the possibility of load forecasting by AR-ANN when
there is no access to some of the databases and/or a lack of data. Meanwhile, the inaccuracy of some
forecasting points appeared in the test gives the space of further improvement.
This top-down short-term load forecasting algorithm, in conclusion, shows some advantages in
forecasting precision and processing time efficiency. Furthermore, it can be utilized in the distribution
network load forecasting to provide data for next step N-1 contingency analysis and the study
emergency power supply.
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